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Cecilia Rivas:

Hello and welcome to our session Quality Parenting Outreach, Using Technology to Transform Foster 
Care. I'm Cecilia Rivas with the Youth Law Center, I'm the National Implementation Manager. So one of 
QPI's core principles is that change should be driven by the voices of those most affected, but how do 
we hear those voices? So we have an all star panel today of sites that are using technology to gain 
insight into what priorities they should be working on, whether the work is actually happening on the 
ground, and most importantly, whether it's making a difference in the lives of children and youth. We 
have Diana Macis, who is Protective Services Program Manager in San Diego County, California. We have 
Kate Rickord, Senior Director of Treatment and Foster Care at St. David's in Minneapolis, Minnesota. 
John Dean, Regional Manager for Riverside County, California. Nicole Holt, who's a Riverside QPI 
Steering Committee member, a resource parent, and also a QPI consultant for YLC. And last, but not 
least, we have Tracy Keys, Engagement Manager at Akido Labs our technology partner.

Cecilia Rivas:

And as we talk today, I really charge you with asking yourself, how does your site evaluate the impact of 
QPI and what can you do to strengthen evaluation by incorporating more voices? So we'll start with 
Tracy Keys at Akido Labs. Tracy, can you give us a brief overview of what Quality Parenting Outreach is.

Tracy Keys:

Thank you Cecilia. Yes, I'm Tracy from Akido Labs and I work side by side with the QPI team in every site 
that is working with the Quality Parenting Outreach program. And as Cecilia said, QPI partnered with 
Akido Labs because of that core principle is the need to hear from those with lived experience to enable 
a transformation of systems. And our Quality Parenting Outreach technology supports that 
transformation because it gathers feedback regularly and directly from those individuals most affected 
and it also enables sites to make a difference to those individuals by providing outreach. And lastly, our 
system aggregates and analyzes the data across the sites to highlight what is working well in QPI at each 
site.

Tracy Keys:

So how does Quality Parenting Outreach work? It's actually really simple. The sites each provide us with 
the cellphone numbers of everyone that they want to hear from, so be that children in care, the parents, 
or social workers and from there they each then receive a text. They can opt out at any time, but they 
get a simple text with a link that they click on and then they can answer online about three to five 
questions. Those questions take less than a minute to answer and when we receive their responses on 
our technology it then automatically compiles and analyzes their responses. So we also up front as a 
group decide which responses need flagging and if a response comes in that is flagged, staff are notified 
who they need to provide support to within 24 hours of receiving that response.

Tracy Keys:

And QPO though, it's more than just the technology, it's also the support and services that we give to 
really help each site get the most of the insights collected to know how it's working for you. So how do 
we do that? The most important thing is engagement for your participants and your staff, so we work 
with you to set the participants up and design the survey to get the most responses so you have 
representative answers. We run the surveys regularly, every month, to ensure you can see the effect of 
changes you're making as they happen to really see that reflected in the needs and views of the 
participants. As I said before, flagged responses and individual responses go to each site so they can 
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provide outreach and then we also go through a process of discussing aggregate analysis, longitudinal 
analysis, and report and present on these at an all sites meeting that really facilitates discussion around 
practices, challenges, alternative solutions, and see what works and what doesn't.

Tracy Keys:

Our technology as well is cloud based and secure so that all times privacy and personal data is 
protected. We're part of your feedback loop and we ensure that we go through this optimization 
process to really keep the participants engaged and help give you the information that really lets you 
determine how is QPI working at your site. Thank you.

Cecilia Rivas:

Thank you very much for that, Tracy. So let's dive in. Kate, can you share with us how and why you 
started doing QPO?

Kate Rickord:

Hi, thanks Cecilia. I am Kate Rickord, I'm at St. David's Center in Minnesota and I'm also one of the QPI 
champions here in our state. And we started the QPO surveys this past summer during COVID, really 
wanting to understand what was happening for our foster families and one of the things I love most 
about QPI is that they are innovative, they have ideas, and they're willing to ask you to join them in it. 
And so when were asked, we were really grateful to be able to participate and I think one thing that 
really struck me about this experience is that so often we look at, kind of in an historical way, the system 
works as good intentions and assumptions.

Kate Rickord:

But what the QPO surveys gave us was the opportunity to see really what was occurring for our families 
and what were their needs, rather than making assumptions that it could be something around 
transportation, or less visits, or looking at the school issues. Instead of assuming things for our families, 
we were able to get feedback from them in real time and then respond right away. And there was a lot 
of pleasant things that came out of the surveys as well as some surprises that we were then able to 
address quickly.

Cecilia Rivas:

And John, could you tell me a little bit more about how and why you started doing QPO in Riverside 
County?

John Dean:

Definitely. Thank you, Cecilia. My name is John and I'm a manager at Riverside County Child Services 
Department and I've had really the pleasure, and I'm the newest member, but I have the pleasure of 
really to serve on our QPI council. And what I really love about the surveys with our resource parents is 
it really gives us quick feedback on what's working well so that we can really determine what we can 
enhance and get better at. In addition, we get quick feedback on challenges or areas where upgrades 
could be very beneficial. And all of this really provides us a lot of great insight on systemic challenges so 
that we can identify where we could provide resources towards those systemic challenges that impact 
success. I think through the interchange of data that we receive and our communication with our 
relative resource providers, it definitely fosters better communication.
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John Dean:

Our ability to contact care providers quickly and understand their challenges gives us an opportunity to 
provide quick remedies. And I really believe and see that this definitely strengthens our relationships, 
definitely the collaboration regarding challenges, and the ability to quickly collaborate on solutions that 
are very valuable. It creates trust and it does a lot for our relationships. And I think all this interchange 
and our ability to obtain this data, make good changes, it really conveys a powerful message. The 
message that we all care, we all care and we support the success of our resource families, our parents, 
and we just believe that with QPO and this new system it helps us all really do this together. We believe 
if we can do things together we can get an exponential amount of success. So we're very excited and 
pleased about what we're doing with QPO and QPI.

Cecilia Rivas:

Thank you, John and it's really hard to believe that you're our newest member. We feel like you've been 
with us forever so thank you. So Nicole, you're a resource parent in addition to being a QPI consultant 
and a Steering Committee member, can you talk about what QPO means to you as a resource parent?

Nicole Holt:

Absolutely. Absolutely. QPO for me as a resource parent and a QPI leader is two fold actually. So there's 
a lot of data and information, as Kate mentioned, that we're able to see in real, live time and as Tracy 
mentioned, we can also make changes and continue to track that. So Riverside County has a [inaudible 
00:10:11] statement for QPI that is Riverside County CARES about nurturing our families and it's an 
acronym and one of those letters stands for S, for supported and supportive. As a resource parent, I feel 
it's really, really vital that we feel that we're supported, but we also get to support. So we get to receive 
and we send out that support. For me, QPO shows us that we have a voice. As a resource parent, I can 
actually say what's going on in my case and compile that information with QPO so that I feel supported 
because the results that come out, that QPO actually gets, they're actually making changes right then 
and there.

Nicole Holt:

And we're also following up, each of the sites are following up with those resource parents and saying, 
"Great. Thank you for this information. Can you tell me more about this?" Or, "I see that you have an 
urgent matter in this situation. We would like to help you." And to feel that support when you're a 
resource parent is huge, definitely huge.

Cecilia Rivas:

Thank you very much, Nicole. So I'm going to give a little bit of an overview of the first Pulse that we did. 
The Pulse is the name for the survey. And then we can talk a little bit more about what the sites did with 
that Pulse. So the first question that we asked kinship caregivers and foster parents was, which of these 
activities are they expected to do by their system. So this was asked of eight different sites including the 
ones that we have here today and what we found was that the thing that people most get the message 
from their site that they're expected to do is to participate in healthcare, educational meetings, those 
kinds of parenting activities. And then the lowest one was actually participating in court, so more than 
half of caregivers felt like they're not expected to do that by their system.

Cecilia Rivas:
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Another question that we asked was about participation in case planning, so thinking about the past six 
months, were you invited to a family team conference, or child and family team meeting, or family 
group decision making, or those types of case plan meetings? And we found that two in three 
respondents had been invited and had participated, but one in four had not been invited. And one 
question that we asked was, how quickly are your phone calls returned? And we did find that 86% of 
caregivers were getting their phone calls returned within two days, which was very good news for us. So 
Diana, we'll start with you here. Could you share your experiences with the first Pulse? What did you do 
with the data? Who did you share it with? Did anything surprise you about it? Just talk to us about your 
experience.

Diana Macis:

Okay, thanks Cecilia. And my name's Diane Macis, I'm with San Diego County. So we took the 
opportunity to share our results with our QPI Steering Committee, which consists of resource parents, 
staff, we have a resource parent ombuds, and a retention staff. So what we were able to do is go 
through each of those Pulse questions, we actually got a lot of really good ideas from our resource 
parents and staff about the questions, maybe how to reframe them in the future to get different types 
of data, which was something that we didn't consider before when we were looking at the questions. 
We also were able to... Well, some of the things that surprised us were, as you saw from the graphic 
before, was the response time for phone calls. We have taken the initiative to actually look at making 
that response time even better, like within 24 hours. So we are looking at a phone system currently as 
we are mostly teleworking that will actually eliminate desk phones but have the actual phone ring 
through the computer, through the laptop so the worker can respond more timely, so that's something 
that we've taken away from that.

Diana Macis:

Another item was our Child and Family Team meetings in California, we call them CFTs, and we learned 
that most of the families didn't really understand their role in CFTs. So we took an opportunity to go 
back to our contractor, we do contract that work out, to educate the facilitators and ensure they were 
educated about what QPI was about, how to ensure the partnership agreement was at every CFT, and 
ensure that the voice of the resource parent was available at all CFTs.

Cecilia Rivas:

Thank you very much for that, Diana, and I love how you said that with the phone call responses the 
number was actually pretty good, but yet you were still asking, "How can we make further 
improvements?" So I really appreciated that about your comments. Kate, how about for you in 
Minneapolis? What was your experience with the first Pulse and what did you do with that data?

Kate Rickord:

Yeah, so the first Pulse one of the things that was a little bit surprising was around the invitation to 
meetings and case planning. So part of our foster parent agreement in Minnesota is that families are 
informed and are active participants in any of the meetings, and planning, the out of home placement 
plan, things like that for the kids. And what was surprising was the results that not all of our families 
either chose to participate or felt that they could. And so what was great about getting that information 
is then our QPI champions group now is looking at what are ways we want to be able to respond 
because we're not necessarily thinking this is an education piece, but more looking at what could the 
barriers be in that invitation whether it's again, making an assumption that maybe the family is too busy 
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or being maybe a little apprehensive of what might happen because there hasn't been a lot of 
conversations amongst all of the parties.

Kate Rickord:

And so one of the strategies that our team decided to go back to is looking at having conversations with 
the case workers to talk about what goes into preparing and planning for our families, and our resource 
families, foster parents to join those meetings to see if we can address something within the system 
there. And then on the other side, it's just great for us to remember in orientation and when new 
children are placed in homes to encourage and really welcome families to be active participants in it, so 
that's a couple of things we took away from this first QPO survey that we're doing now.

Cecilia Rivas:

Thank you, Kate. And John, in Riverside is there anything that you would add about what your site did 
with the Pulse?

John Dean:

Well, I do love what Kate said and we're also really trying to integrate everything that we do with QPO. 
We've got Nicole who spoke recently, she's one of our great leaders regarding our team, has done a lot, 
she's really getting out there and providing different trainings. We have a context where we meet with 
directors of foster family agencies, we do that every other month and it's a great opportunity to discuss 
updates, and how we all can get better, and how we need to... or better opportunities to serve one 
another. So we are introducing to that team everything that we're doing with QPI and QPO, and really 
it's just spreading the word and really creating a sense of value because we really believe that this is our 
opportunity to do a new thing, and to develop better relationships, and to provide more support.

John Dean:

We're very excited about it and so at this stage we're definitely looking out to spreading the word, and 
really getting people's buy in, and creating excitement because we'd really like to see this as a strong 
value in our county.

Cecilia Rivas:

Thank you very much, John. And with our QPO, eight different counties and agencies in two states are 
meeting monthly to plan out the next survey, to review the results of the previous survey, and to share 
how each site is handling the data. So Kate, could you talk about what impact it has on this project for 
you to have that exchange of information with other sites?

Kate Rickord:

I love the exchange of information with other sites partly because it's a little bit of a parallel process. If 
you think about what we're asking our sites to do, our families in our systems, is to work across different 
perspectives, and different roles, and ideas, and understandings and bring them together to create what 
will be most meaningful. And so I think it's been really lovely to work across sites and you get to learn 
new things outside of just acronyms. We don't have CFT stuff, we have something else, but it has been 
really lovely to hear how other systems work and make improvements because then it just quickens our 
ability to be able to do the same here.
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Cecilia Rivas:

Nicole, are there any thoughts that you can add about how this exchange of information is impacting 
the project?

Nicole Holt:

Absolutely. I think it's been really, really informational for us to be able to reach out to other sites. To 
have eight different sites in our QPO Pulse allowed us to look at the language, as Kate mentioned she 
doesn't have CFTMs where she's at, but we do in Riverside County. So we had to look at well, what is 
that barrier when it came to a question and when we wanted to know what is the ultimate answer or 
the data that we're trying to capture here. But also, if you take it a step further we've had support 
services where we've learned about things that Kate is doing or San Diego is doing for example, and 
we've been able to reach out to them when it comes to QPO and the principles of QPO, but also QPI. 
And looking at that is... Comfort calls for example, we were able to reach out and get information, and 
resources, and tools from a site that was already doing comfort calls, so we can start collaborating in 
Riverside County on how we wanted those done.

Nicole Holt:

And we wouldn't, I don't think, have had such a great connection in going through the questions as we 
have with QPO if we didn't have that as a valuable resource, if that makes sense.

Cecilia Rivas:

It does make sense, Nicole. Thank you. And I love how all of you have really embraced the collaboration 
and I think that it's something that makes QPI unique in general is how the network really embraces 
each other and supports each other. And it sort of distinguishes us from kind of historically how child 
welfare has often been done, so I applaud you all for that. So how does this approach compare to what 
you've done in the past to evaluate whether or not QPI is successful? Diana, can you speak a little bit 
about that?

Diana Macis:

Sure. I mean, I think it's given us an opportunity to evaluate. It was always very difficult to do that 
before. I mean, we have a core group of resource parents that we do meet regularly with and hear 
about concerns, what's working well, what might not be working well, but this really gives us an 
opportunity to get feedback from maybe caregivers who aren't able to maybe attend our Steering 
Committee meetings. We have regional Steering Committee meetings and then a centralized one, but 
not everybody can attend those meetings, so this gives them a voice, an opportunity to give us feedback 
about what is working well and what might not be working well. So we're getting a broader audience of 
feedback.

Diana Macis:

And I think the other opportunity we have is we have a resource parent ombuds that can actually 
respond to those flagged concerns and get feedback again, shorter than later in time so we're not 
waiting months to get feedback. We're doing that right away, as soon as we get the results of the Pulse 
survey. And feedback that we've gotten from that, as they're getting personalized phone calls, is they 
really appreciate that somebody's calling, following up with them, and feeling like they're being heard, 
so that's really important.
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Diana Macis:

Additionally, another thing that we didn't consider was how easy this information came back to us in 
nice charts and grids. It was really easy to read and we were able to respond to it quickly. So as I 
mentioned previously, our resource parent ombuds was able to call and this was a pool of about 300 
resource parents that we used in our first Pulse survey. Many of those are bilingual so we were also able 
to send those Pulse texts in Spanish. It was easy for them to use, they just got a little signal on their 
phone, quick survey. Some comments that came back when our resource parent ombuds called are 
caregivers was that it was very easy for them to access and use.

Cecilia Rivas:

Thank you, Diana. I love that you emphasized this way that QPO has two different positive outcomes 
where one is on a system level looking at overall data and then on the other is that individual response 
from the ombuds person and being able to reach out to resource parents individually so that QA and 
support are not two different silos. So thanks for emphasizing that. Kate, how about you? How does this 
differ from past measurements of QPI effectiveness?

Kate Rickord:

I think one of the ways that we look at the QPO surveys differently is how we define what a system win 
is. So we look at system wins as success of creating a new policy. We're very proud, and I am proud that 
in our legislation our initial calls or comfort calls went into statute in 2020. And yet, what I think QPO 
represents is being able to find the wins based off what the children and families are saying. So it's a 
different way of kind of evaluating too, this legislation that we put into play. Of course, it is with the best 
intention, and there's great research behind it, and it's something QPI looks at as a great way to support 
excellent parenting, and these surveys are going to help us know is it actually happening and if it's not 
how can we address that so it will?

Kate Rickord:

And so that's one of the things I think QPO surveys will really move us towards in the future is being able 
to meet the needs of the individuals at the heart of the system, those who we are working around, and 
wanting to support, but truly being able to hear their voice.

Cecilia Rivas:

Thank you, Kate. That distinction that you draw between system wins and the impact on families is so 
important, so thank you for that. And to finish up our conversation, John, could you talk about what's 
the ultimate goal that you're working to accomplish?

John Dean:

Definitely. So it's really with the feedback, the communication, the ability to solve challenges quickly 
through QPO. We really believe that this is a step towards creating better outcomes for children, for 
parents, for resource families, and ultimately it's about helping us foster quality relationships. We've 
been able to foster more inclusive relationships. And really QPO has helped us or is helping us really 
increase our engagement and our communication amongst our resource families, our social workers, 
managers, supervisors, and our parents. So we really value QPO and our goal here is to, how to make 
this cultural. It reminds me of what Diana talked about regarding our Child and Family Team meetings in 
California and at one point that was created, it was initiated, and I think initially we looked at it as oh, 
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here's another step that we have to do, another thing to check off, and at this point we really value 
those Child and Family Team meetings.

John Dean:

We sign up. Many times we don't have the availability and we have to add more facilitators because it's 
done such good for our county and really helped us collaborate with all parties involved regarding our 
families. So we believe that QPI and QPO will be essential to really helping us just become better, and 
serve our resource families, and ultimately increase our outcomes with our children, with reunification 
with their parents. And so for us, we want to take it a bit further and make this a cultural value where 
it's something that everybody just knows, it's a part of our conversations, it's a part of our thoughts and 
theories any time we're creating an initiative that our involves our resource parents, our resource 
families, and our social workers, and everything we're trying to do as we seek to really pursue 
reunification. So a cultural value, that's what we're going for, that's what we're pursuing. We think that 
it's the right thing to do and we think that QPO helps us take a major step in doing something different 
for Riverside County.

Cecilia Rivas:

Thank you very much, John, for talking about that cultural shift.

Cecilia Rivas:

So now we're going to go to some Q&A and we have some great questions in the chat. There are a 
couple of simple questions that I can address before I go to our panelists. One that I appreciated was, 
"Are bio parents and youth also given the opportunity to participate in giving feedback?" And that is the 
direction that we're going next. So we're going to be incorporating them once we work through some of 
the issues that were also raised in another question about confidentiality. There are some additional 
things that are complex about that, but that is a top priority for us and that's the direction that we're 
going.

Cecilia Rivas:

And as far as confidentiality, the resource parents, or the foster or kinship caregivers are all notified in 
advance of this. They're given an opportunity to opt out and they're told that your responses are not 
anonymous because we want to give staff the opportunity to respond to any concerns that you raise. So 
there's not a confidentiality issue for that reason and the Akido platform that we use is HIPAA 
compliant, the tech is very protected so we're able to use that.

Cecilia Rivas:

So another question that we had was about where we're going with the questions. "Can you give us 
some examples of questions you want answers to?" Kate, can we start with you for that?

Kate Rickord:

Yeah, I'd love to start out. I have a dream where we can go with the questions and a lot of it centers 
around transitions. If you listened to the welcome panel, you heard representative Rena Moran from 
Minnesota talk about wanting comfort calls in all of our experiences here in Minnesota within two years. 
We have 87 counties so it's a big lift, but I am confident with her leadership we can do it. And so I see 
these surveys as an opportunity after a child is placed into a home to be able to survey both the birth 
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parent or legal guardian and the relative resource or foster parent and just saying, "Did you guys 
connect? Do you have a time... Did you have follow up questions? Do you specifically the worker's 
number that's assigned to support your family?"

Kate Rickord:

And I think another place of transitions I'd love to see these surveys go is when a child returns home, 
and so checking in with that family maybe a week or two later just, "Did you get everything back of the 
child's? Did you have any questions about upcoming maybe appointments that were scheduled? Are the 
therapists or folks still connected to you?" Just being able to look at some of the barriers that might 
happen right after another transition for the child. I think those are a couple of places that surveys can 
go and I look forward to that.

Cecilia Rivas:

Yeah, and I've really enjoyed working with all of you to develop the survey questions. I think it's a 
parallel process that sites are listening to the voices of lived experience about what's going on and what 
their needs are. And as we at YLC coordinate this project, we're asking you, what are your questions that 
you want to ask. So Nicole, did you want to add anything to that about where the questions are going?

Nicole Holt:

Sure, most definitely. So transitions was one that Kate mentions, another one would be normalcy. And 
so we want to look at transitions, are they happening, what's being supported, where are barriers when 
it comes to transitions? And [Pillar 00:31:00] Harris mentioned yesterday that transitions should be very, 
very early on in the case and throughout the case. It shouldn't just be okay, the kids are going back and 
it's just abrupt and quick because that's really traumatic for our children. And then especially if there's 
not much of a transition going through their process, if you can think about all of a sudden getting your 
kids back and yes, you're excited to have them home, but now you have the juggling effect of their 
behaviors, and excitement, and their school, and any therapies or doctors visits, so really making sure 
that the transition is smooth and gradual as possible is going to be ideal.

Nicole Holt:

And then normalcy is another one that we wanted to look at as far as, what is normal? And that's going 
to be age appropriate, but also specific to children in care. A lot of the times I feel children in care are 
not given the opportunity to start learning how to drive, to have a cellphone, to post on social media, to 
go to a birthday party because that's during a visit. So there's a lot of different things that I feel we 
actually hinder and take away from them, from their normal childhood because they're in care that we 
need to be able to look at. And we really want to make sure that we support them so they have healthy, 
successful relationships all throughout their life and that's going to help with prudent parenting and 
normalcy.

Cecilia Rivas:

Thank you. And John or Diana, are there any other questions that you're wanting to ask in the future 
with QPO that you would add?

Diana Macis:
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Sure. I mean, I think the beauty in this too, I think, is that the counties can also look at what their needs 
are, or what they're hearing their needs are, or concerns, and can tailor those questions to really find 
out and get a pulse on what is happening within the resource parent community. What are the needs? 
So I think that's another thing that, broadly in terms of moving forward, something to also consider that 
is a benefit for the agencies as a whole.

John Dean:

Cecilia, I really feel like in the future... QPO does such an excellent job of giving us a sense of maybe 
what are the challenges out there and where we can apply resources to those challenges, but I would 
also say that in the future maybe questions about, what are we doing that's working well? What are 
doing that's really impacting our resource families in a positive way? What part of our system or actions 
from social workers, what part is really contributing to success? What are we doing that's helping 
reunification? Helping our resource families, equip them to do a phenomenal job of parenting and 
supporting these children. There's such a powerful moment to really impact these children's lives.

John Dean:

I can't really reiterate that, but I think in the future maybe questions that really help us detect areas 
where we need to build on, where we can get better, where we can really apply resources to catapult 
our performance to a next level. So we continue to strengthen all of our collaboration, our relationships 
in our great calling, our great effort really to invest in these kids and provide some excellent parenting 
while we invest in these parents. Our parents are critical to the process and I definitely believe that 
everybody has the capacity to change and maybe rewire certain things or perform in a better way. And I 
think QPO can really help us identify areas where we've really got to apply even more resources and get 
better.

Cecilia Rivas:

Thanks, John. I love that you're talking about strengths based solution focused questions and I love 
hearing you talk about this as a calling. I really appreciate that. Tracy, I'd like to direct the next one to 
you. "How many foster parents are participating and what is the response rate?"

Tracy Keys:

Thanks, Cecilia. Yeah, good question. So far we've had about 1,000 foster parents participate in the 
study, so that means they've all heard from each of the sites and been given the opportunity to opt in 
our out. And from that we've had about 60-62% of people come back and respond to one of our studies, 
so that's... Over half of those have come in and responded twice, so to both that we've done so far, but 
generally what we've experienced in the foster parent community is around 70% participation. That's 
what over the time that we've established this way of talking to people, it's around 70%, which is great. 
And I think part of that is the technology, the simplicity of answering a text whenever you can and it's 
very quick, but mainly I think it's the work that the sites do leading into this kind of thing, really engaging 
in newsletters, letting people know why it's being done, and how it's going to change the way things are 
done, and transform the systems.

Tracy Keys:

And then the second part of that is also looking at letting people know the impact of what they 
contributed when we did hear their voice and how that affects either at the site level, or at a state level, 
or nationally as well. And there's examples like you've heard from Diana already about very clear 
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examples of how that's changed how a phone call is taken or how the CFTs are facilitated, so there's 
really direct impacts of giving your voice. So the response rate tends to be a virtuous cycle when you do 
all of those things. Let people know it's happening, share the results, let them see real impacts of the 
change and of actually participating.

Tracy Keys:

That's why the results are quite good, 70% is excellent. They do range. We have a bit of difference 
depending on what we're kind of asking about. You tend to see people... Something will be really 
relevant to them and so that might get a really big response rate and then you'll have people that are 
every time they consistently participate, so it does tend to fluctuate a little bit, but generally it's around 
70%, which compared to say, an employee engagement survey or an [NPS 00:37:51] survey where a lot 
of those actually have financial incentives to participate, it's still a much bigger response rate. That's 
probably best case scenario like 50%. So yeah, everyone's really getting involved, taking hold of this new 
channel, this new way to make their voice heard, and the response rates are really great. I can only see 
them going up to be honest as we, like I said, this establishing that process and clear results from 
participation.

Cecilia Rivas:

Thanks, Tracy. And a related question was, "Was there a way for people to participate if they didn't have 
access to a cellphone and more broadly what does accessibility for this program look like to ensure that 
we're gathering data that's properly representative of the entire community?" I think that's a great 
question and in the case of surveying foster parents and kinship caregivers, of course they're all required 
to have a phone, whether it be a landline or a cellphone, and I think that what our sites were telling us 
was that almost everyone that's a resource parent has a cellphone as opposed to just a landline. So 
we've found that we feel like the data is pretty representative of that pool of respondents. Where that's 
going to get more complicated will be when we expand this to include youth who may not have their 
own cellphone and to include birth parents, so that's another one of the issues that we're working 
through with shifting to including birth parents and youth, but I'm glad that somebody raised the 
question.

Cecilia Rivas:

And then we have a good question here, "How important is the direct personal response to issues raised 
in the survey?" So John, could I direct that one to you?

John Dean:

Sure, Cecilia. I think it's everything. I think Nicole talked a little bit about as a resource family there's a 
lot of nuances that you have to be very sensitive about regarding our children. There's all kinds of things 
that you have to focus on. It's a lot of work and as I mentioned, that's a calling. It's a great opportunity 
to really touch a child and possibly change the trajectory of their lives. I imagine when you're doing that 
every single day and dealing with those challenges, and also you're navigating and managing your own 
family, and maybe other things in your personal life that you're grappling with. And you're in the context 
of all these things and still you're sacrificing to really build kids up and develop relationships with 
biological parents, and we're all trying to do all this work together. I think that I'd say Nicole as a 
resource parent, if she's got a challenge and reaches out to us through QPO, I think it's extremely 
valuable. The least I can do is contact her back immediately because everything that we do is just really 
incredible.
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John Dean:

I talk to our workers all the time. I know that we get kind of stuck in some of the challenges, there's 
always going to be those challenges, this is kind of an interesting and really complex field that we're in, 
and there's a lot of incredible opportunities. And so when I think about our resource families, they're in 
the game. They're deep in the game while a lot of people are kind of sitting on the sidelines, and it's 
easy to do that, but when you're in the game gosh, what a great calling, what a great opportunity to 
change lives. So the least I can do is really contact Nicole immediately and I think QPO gives us another 
route to really do that and to really address those concerns in the most efficient manner. And I think 
that direct conversation is so multi layered. I think that direct contact quickly, it sends a powerful 
message.

John Dean:

It says that we do care about you as a resource family, we do get it. We understand, to the best of our 
ability, everything that you're doing every day that you have that child in your care. We get it and we 
want to show you that we want to make a difference because you're very valuable. These kids are very 
valuable and every work that we do with our parents, I'm always amazed, you never know a word, a 
gesture, a call, a comfort call to these parents or a simple call to a resource family that says, "Hey, I've 
got this data here that's saying there's some challenges, I want to help." There's a meta message that 
says we can do this, we're in this together, we're very serious about this, we're very serious about your 
success as a resource parent and your voice is extremely valuable. So for me, that call back that's one of 
the most critical pieces.

John Dean:

So thank you for that question, I think we do have an opportunity and it starts with the fundamentals 
like getting data in an efficient way through QPO and our ability to make those connections quickly and 
together provide remedies.

Cecilia Rivas:

Thanks, John. Nicole, did you have anything to add as a resource parent about this question of how 
important the direct personal response is?

Nicole Holt:

Absolutely. So as a resource parent, sometimes you feel overwhelmed, you don't know what you're 
dealing with, or you don't know where to go. So to be able to actually say, and have a voice, and not just 
have it be measured, but followed up quickly, if you think about it this technology helps us to be able to 
respond to real life, right now. Most of the time when it comes to surveys and data, it was on a piece of 
paper, then you have to gather it, you have to compile it, and put it all together, see what that 
information is and you're following up on it a month, two, three, four, six months later. This is real time, 
right now. And so as John said, we're able to respond quickly, we're able to be supportive as well as 
supported.

Nicole Holt:

For a resource parent, that is huge because if you look at it, if I don't have the right support for that child 
in my care then I'm probably not going to be able to give them the best care that they need because it's 
going to trickle down. And then I'm also going to have a lack of communication when it comes to our 
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social worker or the family and it's going to actually damage a lot of relationships that we have built with 
QPI. So to me, as a resource parent, when we hear, "I need help." And someone says, "I'm right here to 
help you no matter how urgent that is," is huge because ultimately we want kids in stable, loving homes. 
And if that home is not stable because they're not feeling supported, then we're actually jeopardizing 
the permanency of that home or that placement and we need to make sure that we do better for our 
children. And the best way we're going to do that is building relationships and when someone says, "I 
need help," we're right there to help them and follow up with that.

Cecilia Rivas:

Thanks, Nicole. I love that you're talking about how we're here to support the children but of course 
supporting resource parents is how you support the children in a lot of ways. So thank you very much 
for bringing up that. There's one question that I'm dying to answer. So it is, "Can you give some 
examples of ways you've responded systemically to the QPO results?" I think that question was put in 
before a couple of you touched on that in your own remarks, but I do want to add, and I hope that the 
California folks are all listening, that we took those results about whether or not resource parents are 
consistently invited to teamings and if so if they feel that their voice made a difference. And because we 
clearly still have room to grow on that area of engaging resource parents in case planning, we're going 
to focus the California QPI quarterly meeting in June on that very topic.

Cecilia Rivas:

So we're bringing together leaders from the state, [CDSS 00:45:56], along with county leaders, as well as 
resource parents, and birth parents to have a conversation about engaging resource parents in teamings 
both of in terms of inviting them to teamings and in terms of making sure that they feel like their 
participation is wanted and that they feel like they have a voice. And so there's going to be conversation 
on a systemic level about how do we make sure that the rate of engaging resource parents in teamings 
is 100% every time. So that's, I think, a great example of how we're using this systemically and I hope 
that the California folks will mark their calendars, I believe June 15th, but shoot us an email if you don't 
already have an invitation to that quarterly meeting and you would like to join.

Cecilia Rivas:

So any other systemic responses that anybody wants to hit on that we haven't already? I'm going to give 
you one more opportunity. I think that you gave some great ones already. So let's go to, "How does QPO 
support reflective practice?" Hopefully the whole audience was here for Jess Hooper's presentation that 
we had just an hour ago about reflective practice being about asking why before you go and take action 
on things. So Kate, do you want to take that one?

Kate Rickord:

I'll take that one.

Cecilia Rivas:

All right.

Kate Rickord:

[crosstalk 00:47:14] because anybody who works with me knows that curious is one of my favorite 
values, words, actions, feelings, whatever it might be and she spoke to kind of the opposite of judgment 
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is curiosity. And I think the QPO surveys are a great opportunity to look at curiosity in multiple ways. If 
you go back to Jess's examples around self-awareness, and management, social awareness, and then 
relational management skills, the QPO surveys have that both on the individual level and as an 
organization because it means that we have to reflect on what is the feedback that's being given to us 
and then do something with it. And I think one of the things that's really lovely about this experience 
where we've had it set up across multiple sites is that if I have a blank spot in one area, someone else is 
able to come in and talk about it in a way that feels not judgemental, but, "Tell me more about why your 
system works that way?"

Kate Rickord:

We have a natural curiosity because we're not within kind of the daily grind with each other, so that's 
been a great part of the way that we have this QPO survey group and cohort set up together. But I also 
think too from an organizational standpoint, we've had a couple of questions that have flagged and felt 
a little oh, that doesn't feel good, but it allowed us then to step back and be like, "Why didn't it feel 
good?" And really own together and be collaborative in how are we going to do what we're wanting to 
do, which is support the families to then support the child, and the parents, and that whole entire family 
system. So I think that the QPO surveys are definitely connected to reflective supervision, reflective 
practice, and just being able to be curious together.

Cecilia Rivas:

Anything that anyone else wants to add to that as far as reflective practice and QPO?

Nicole Holt:

I'll add. I think that even from the very beginning the questions, we have to look at those reflectively 
because there's different culture and there's different language, and just changing one word can 
completely change your response or someone else's response. And so to really be reflective on having it 
be more general where we're not trying to get an answer from them, but we're trying to get a very open 
communication from what we have. And then as Kate mentioned, then reflecting on what is that 
answer, what are we going to do about it, making sure that it all lines up together. One of the things that 
I would say, QPI to me is very strength based, and when I first saw some of the answers, my first 
reflective wasn't necessarily judgment, but I had curiosity of well, why don't you want to share that?

Nicole Holt:

So we had some questions on our second Pulse where people were like, "I prefer not to say," or, "I don't 
want to share." And my first response was, "But I want to know why, I want to understand what's going 
on there and how we can support you. Why don't you want to share that?" But that strength base that 
comes into it, is if someone's telling me I don't want to share, respect it, respect the no, and continue to 
give them through their reflection, give them opportunities to answer in other ways, but respect that 
they don't want to share. And so don't follow up and be like, "Hey, so on here you said that you don't 
want to share about this, but we'd like to dive more." Just respect it and move on, but see how we can 
capture that in other areas. And I think that was really strong for me to look at strength based language 
and to making sure that we are as supportive as possible, but with that is respecting someone's decision 
when they answer as well.

Cecilia Rivas:

Thanks, Nicole.
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Kate Rickord:

What a lovely example, Nicole, of relational management skills.

Nicole Holt:

Thank you.

Kate Rickord:

Just deep in it.

Cecilia Rivas:

Yes, we should have had you all be a part of the reflective practice training. Anything else to add?

John Dean:

I think just the whole process for some of us, me being kind of a middle level manager, I've for several 
have been a couple layers away from where the rubber meets the road, and so even this process of 
QPO, QPI I think inherently it just drives us to stay connected. I think the questions that we're 
generating, our ability to contact our resource parents and engage in a dialogue fosters great 
communication, transparency. We talked a little bit about how QPO in this system really adds a value to 
the voice of a resource parent, but I think it also, on a different level of thinking, it touches us, and keeps 
us engaged, and acutely aware of what's going on out there and how we can get better. It keeps us 
acutely connected to just all the valuable lives involved whether it's the children, the biological parents, 
and especially our champions, our heroes, in my humble opinion, which is our resource parents.

John Dean:

There's a lot of great work out there, there's a lot of things that are being done by resource parents kind 
of impacting our biological parents and our resource parents really investing in our children, a lot of that 
stuff goes unsung, uncelebrated. So I love QPO and I love QPI because it keeps us all connected to 
what's really valuable about what we do and that's really human lives, and children, and families, and 
unity, unification, people helping people, healing. There's a lot involved here, so we're excited, we're 
definitely excited about this new initiative and the direction that we're headed.

Cecilia Rivas:

I hope that the whole audience can see why I love this group so much. I love our QPI team and I love our 
panelists here. So I wanted to address, so someone asked, "How many biological parents/reunification 
resources are asked and respond to the surveys?" I'm not sure if that was submitted before or after we 
touched on that a little bit, but I do want to really emphasize that, that is exactly where we're going is to 
be surveying birth parents/reunification resource. We're not there yet because of the extra layers of 
details to work out as far as confidentiality and technology, but that is absolutely where we're going 
next.

Cecilia Rivas:

There's another question, "Do the respondents get the results?" And I know that that's currently a topic 
of conversation for your QPO teams at your counties. Diana, do you want to talk a little bit about that?

Diana Macis:
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Yeah, so I did mention earlier that we did take our results and presented it at our QPI Steering 
Committee, which involved community partners, resource parents, staff, and utilized that opportunity 
to... I actually, when we were talking about reflective looking at that, that was my biggest point in this 
was I really got to see from the voice of community partners and mostly resource parents, like what 
Nicole mentioned, you change a word in a question and it changes the whole meaning from their lens. 
And looking at that, and really reflecting on oh, I didn't notice that, I didn't look at that.

Diana Macis:

So constantly reminding me that we always need to have the voice at the table in the work that we're 
doing. Of course, that's what QPI supports, but they weren't surprised, I think, by the results, but what it 
did was I think it also motivated us a little bit to look at, what else can we do? Rejuvenate, we've been 
doing QPI for a while, so we're always looking at ways to continue that engagement as we have new 
staff coming on board, new resource parents, how do we utilize this to also help the team, the core 
team stay motivated and pass that message along? I hope that answered it because I felt like I went off 
on a different way.

Cecilia Rivas:

Thanks, Diana. You're good. Anything else that anybody wants to add about where they're going as far 
as sharing results with respondents?

John Dean:

[crosstalk 00:55:57] Go ahead. Go ahead.

Kate Rickord:

We do share our results as we kind of talked about earlier, connecting if there was any questions that 
were flagged. That's kind of one of the nice things around this, right? Akido helps us flag certain 
questions so that we know we want to have that personal reach out. But the other thing that we've 
done too is just email all of the participants saying, "Thank you," even if you were satisfied or something 
wasn't flagged, just letting them know that this is important and we really value the time that they took. 
Yes, it's just a minute or two, but it's one more thing and we all can kind of get caught up in that day to 
day, so just knowing that their participation is appreciated, and we see them, and we use it I think is an 
important piece too.

Cecilia Rivas:

Thanks, Kate. Anything else on that? Any other final thoughts from any of you on anything that we didn't 
already address?

Tracy Keys:

Cecilia, one thing I would say, one of the important things to keep everybody engaged and make sure 
that the data we gather is hearing from everybody is around representation through language. So we 
absolutely will have Spanish language surveys, we have English, we also whatever the key demographics 
are in the site we will have a version of the study and then translate the results back. So that's a really 
vital part of being representative and being able to reach everybody where they are, as opposed to 
them needing an interpreter to understand the English the survey. So yeah, that's a big part of what we 
do as well to make sure it's representative.
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Cecilia Rivas:

Yeah. Thanks, Tracy. And there was one more question about, "Can these surveys be done 
anonymously?" And technologically it's absolutely possible. We've taken the approach of letting folks 
know this is not anonymous because we want to be able to respond to individual responses, but there 
are pros and cons of course to using anonymity versus the personalized responses. So if sites are 
considering using some type of survey technology like this, I would really encourage you to make your 
own judgment, asking yourself what would be best for the results. For the information that you're trying 
to get, would it be better to use anonymity or to use identified responses that you can reach out to folks 
about because I think the pros and cons of both of those approaches are pretty clear.

Cecilia Rivas:

So the last but not least question is, "How do you get to be a part of QPO? How do you get to use this 
technology?" The first step is just reach out to us. So if you just email info@QPIYLC.org, we're happy to 
talk to you more about this. But I also want to emphasize that... I hope that the takeaway for folks 
regardless of whether or not you use QPO specifically is to be thinking about how you are listening to 
the voices of the consumers, the birth parents, youth, resource parents, and how you're using them to 
frame what goals you're working on and to evaluate the success of the changes that you're making 
through QPI. So if you're using paper surveys, we've found that this technology works for us, but paper 
surveys are also a way to get people's feedback. You can use emails, you can do this anonymously or 
reach out with getting identified data.

Cecilia Rivas:

So whatever way you do it, whatever technology you use, the point is to hear from folks and so that's 
really what I hope that folks take away. Thank you so much for being a part of this panel. John, Kate, 
Tracy, Diana, Nicole, you were really wonderful and I think the audience loved hearing all of your 
thoughts and wisdom on this.

Nicole Holt:

Thank you, Cecilia.

Tracy Keys:

Thank you so much, really great honor, appreciate it. Thanks.
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